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ASSTRACT

Mineralogical and chemical studies of feldspar phases within ttre highly evolve4 volatile-rich, polyphase Devono-
Carboniferous Ackley Granite, southeastem Newfoundland reveal a complex physicochemical history. The two oldest units
(X90 Ma) are characterized by triclinic alkali feldspar (0.8 < A < 0.93), with coarse film perthite and zoned sodic plagioclase
(Anrz+J. In contrast, younger units (374 Ma) are characterized by orthoclase, in places characterized by film perfrite, with
only local, incipient development of triclinic alkali feldspar. Plagioclase compositions within the younger units show a
continuum from An* to end-member albite. Albite is considered to have formed by interaction ofprimary sodic plagioclase
witl late-stage, higb-temperature (>450'C), 56[i1s magmafic fluids generated dwing resurgent boiling. Whereas ordered,
6iglinis alkrli feldspar within the older units is consistent with the presence of deformational t€xfires, the occurrence of
orthoclase within the younger units saturated with volatiles is consistent with the widespread development of postmagmatic
albite formed within the stabiJity field of orthoclase (i.e., >450oC). Subsequent cooling through the microcline-stable regime
was rapid owing to the shallow level of emplacement" ard led to the development of "stranded" orthoclase. Bulk compositions
of tlre alkali feldspars reflect decreasing mol.Vo Or toward more evolved compositions, consistent with phase equifibria
(i.e., indicates lower T of formation), and togetler with coexisting plagioclase phases, indicate minimum T of 55G-700'C for
crystallization. In contras! subsolidus re-equilibration continued to 350" to 400'C based on the composition of coexisting albite
lamellae and host orthoclase. Trace-element chemistry ofthe alkali feldspar samples reflec8 progressive geochemical evolution
of mineral phases, in parallel with tle whole-rock geochemistry. However, local fluctuations of elemental concentrations
(to several l@ ppm) of Ba, Rb and Sr are considered to reflect modification of the melt chemistry by local saturation in fluid.
Although the itEE contents and chondrite-normalized patterns are generally typical of alkali feldspar, the emichment of some
samples in IIREE [Gb/Lu)N less than 1] is considered to reflect the influence of exsolved fluids on,REE partitioning such that
alkali feldspar with similar bulk compositions have highly vmiable concentrations of HREE.

Keywords: alkali feldspar, Al-Si order, geochemistry, granite, Ackley Granite, Newfoundland.

Somvlann

Une 6tude min6ralogique et chimique des felclspaths dans le massif granitique relativement 6volud et enrichi en phase
volatile de AclJey, dans le secteur sud-est de Terreneuve, d'ige ddvono-carbonifbre, r6vdle une dvolution physico-chimique
compliqu6e. l,es deux unit6s les plus anciennes G390 Ma) possbdent un feldspath alcalin triclinique (0.8 < A < 0.93), dans
lequel la texture perthitique est grossibre et en pellicules, et un plagioclase sodique zon6 (Anr"-rd. Par contre, les phases plus
tardives (374 Ma) contiennent de I'orthose, dont la texture perthitique est en pellicules, avec d6veloppement local seulement
d'un feldspar friclinique. la composition du plagioclase coexistant ddfinit un continuum entre An4 et de l'albite pure. L'albite
r6sulterait de llnteraction du plagioclase sodique primaire avec lme saumure orthomagmatique i une temp€rature 6lev6e
(>450'C) suite son exsolution du magma- Tandis que la pr6sence d'un feldspath alcalin 6lsliniqus ordonn6 dans les phases
pr&oces concorde avec les signes de d6formation, la pr6sence d'orthose dans les phases tardives saturdes en phase volatile
concorde avec le d6veloppement r6pandu d'albite postmagmatique i l'int6rieur du champ de stabilit€ de I'orthose, c'est-i-dire au
dessus de 450oC. Un refroidissement rapide par la suite I travers le champ de stabilit6 du microcline a conservd I'orthose sous
forme m6tastable. La composition globale des 6chantillons de feldspath alcalin indique une diminution dans la proportion d'Or
vers les compositions de plus en plus 6volu6es, selon les pr6dictions des 6tudes de l'dquilibre des phases, indiquant une plus
faible temp6rature de formation. L'6quilibre avec le plagioclase coexistant indique une tempdrafire minimale de cristallisation
entre 550o et 700"C. Par contre, le rd-6quilibrage subsolidus a continu6 jusqu'i 350' ou 4(EoC, d'ap€s la composition des
lamelles d'exsolution d'albite coexistantes avec I'orthose, l,a g6ochimie des 6chantillons de feldspath alcalin change selon
1'6volution progressive des phases min6rales, en parallOle avec la g6ochimie des roches totales. Toutefois, les flucfirations en
concentrations de Ba, Rb, et Sr (jusqu'a plusieurs centaines de ppm) r6sulteraient d'une modification de la composition du
mapa suite i une saturation locale en phase fluide. Quoique les teneurs en teres rares et les spectre.g normalisds en fonction
de teneurs chondritiques sont en gdneral typiques de feldspath alsalin, l'snrighissement des terres rares lourdes dans certains
6chantillons [(Tb/Lu)r < 1] t6moignerait de I'influence d'une phase volatile exsolv6e sur le coeffrcient de dishibution des terres
rares, de sorte que les dchantillons de feldspath alcalin de composition globale i peu prbs constante monaent une grande
variabilitf dans leurs teneurs.

(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-cl6s: feldspath alcalin, degr6 d'ordre Al-Si, g6ochimie, granite, Ackley, Tene-Neuve.
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Inrnopuc"noN

The Ackley Granite, southeastern Newfoundland
(Fig. 1), is a post-tectonic, predominantly high-silica

biotite t hornblende granite complex that represents
the product of crystallization of a zoned,2700-ffi
body of magma (Dickson 1983, Whalen 1983, Tuach
et al.1986, Tuach 1987). Geochemical gradients from
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Flc. 1. Location of the Ackley Granite in southeastern Newfoundland at the boundary between the Gander and Avalon
tectonic zones. Map of the Ackley Granite shows the outline of tle different units (after Tuach 1987) and sample locations
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north to south culainate in the development of highly
evolved granites spatially associated with extensive
zones of greisen with Sn-W and Mo mineralization
(Whalen 1980, 1983, Tuach 1984, 1987). Tuach (1987)
has suggested affinities with the A-type of granite
(Whalen et a\.1987).

The geometry of the pluton and excellent density of
sampling (i.e., one sample per 4 ffi, 357 station
localities), in addition to the presence of compositional
zonation, make the Ackley Granite an excellent site for
studies of igneous petrology. Whereas whole-rock
chemistry (Diclison 1983, Whalen L983, Tuach et al.
1986) and some isotopic (O, Sr; Ttach et al. 1985,
Tuach 1987) work has been done, the mineralogical
phases remain essentially unstudied. This study
focuses on the chemical and physical variations in the
feldspars, and the insight that they provide conceming
the magmatic trends and subsolidus adjustraents that
have affected the Ackley Granite.

GsolocrcAl SBrrnIc AND SUBDIVIsIoNs
OFTHEACKLEY GNANTTB

The Ackley Granite is one of several Devonian
granitoid bodies innuded into the Gander Znne and
western side of the Avalon Tane rn southeastern
New'foundland (Frg. 1). In the Gander Zone, the
country rocks include mid-Ordovician and older
metamorphosed and deformed sedimentary rocls of
the Gander Group and volcano-sedimentary rocks
of the Baie d'Espoir Group. In the Avalon 7ane, the
country rocks include Late Precambrian volcanic and
sedimentary rocks of the Long Harbour and Love Cove
groups, sedimentary rocks of the Late Precambrian
Musgravetown Group, and Cambrian or older Youngs
Cove Group (Williams 1971). Although mid-Paleozoic
deformation and metamorphism were broadly contem-
poraneous (ca.360400 Ma) within, respectively, both
the westem Avalon Zone and the eastem Gander Zone,
they were more intense and of higher grade in the
latter. The Ackley Granite is largely undeformed and is
infened to be younger than the regional deformation
and metamorphism. Undeformed, fossiliferous Late
Devonian sedimentary rocks of the Cinq Isles and
Great Baie de L'Eau formations outcrop south of the
Ackley Granite.

The Ackley Granite was originally subdivided by
Dickson (1983) into 1s1 major lithological units on the
basis of texoral and mineralogical features, with con-
tacts interpreted to be gradational. Dickson recognized
the granite as being epizonal, with a narrow cotrtact
aureole containing cordierite and andalusite.
Subsequently, Tuach (1987), Ttac,h et al. (1986) and
Kontak et al. (1988) moffied the subdivisions of the
granite on the basis of more detailed petrographic,
isotopic and geochronological studies (Fig. 1).
4oArFeAr dating indicates that the intrusion is
polyphase, with distinct magmatic events recognized at

>390 Ma (Koskaecodde and Mollyguajeck units),
378-374 Ma (Kepenkeck - Mount Sylvester, Meta,
Hungry Grove, Sage Pond and Rencontre Lake units)
and 355 Ma (Tolt uni$. Mineralization (Sn, W, Mo),
concentrated along the southem marym of the granite,
is dated at372 Ma (Kontak er aL 1988), thus coincident
with the 374Ma plutonic event.

MNRALocY oF TIIE ACKLBY GneNrrs

The granite (Iable 1) contains biotite throughout,
with both hornblende and muscovite of restricted
distribution, and accessory titanite, allanite, apatite,
zircon and magnetite. In general, the Koskaecodde unit
is a coarse-grained, K-feldspar-phyric biotite-horn-
blende granodiorite, whereas the Mollyguajeck unit is
a medium- to coarse-grained, K-feldspar-phyric biotite
monzogranite with minor hornblende granodiorite. The
adjacent Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck unit is a
medium- to coarse-grained, biotite t muscovite,
K-feldspar-phyric monzogranite. The bulk of the
Ackley Granite underlies the area to the south of
the Hermitage Bay Fault and is dominated by medium-
to coarse-grained, equigranular to K-feldspar-
megacqystic biotite monzogranite to alkali feldspar
granite. There is a general southward decrease in gxain
size and increasing abundance of miarolitic cavities in
the southern part of the Hungry Grove unit" culminat-
ing in highly variable textures in the Rencontre Lake
and Sage Pond units. These two units contain fine- to
medium-grained, equigranular to K-feldspar-
megacrystic biotite monzogranite and alkali feldspar
granite, with some pegmatitic segregations, miarolitic
cavities, breccias and granophyre. These features, in
conjunction rvith the general textural and chemical
zonation, and the presence of roof pendants, reflect
close proximity to the original top of the magrna
charnber. Of particular relevance to this study are the
occrurence of deformational fabrics in quartz, plagio-
clase and biotite, and the dominance of grid-twinned
microcline in the two older units; such twinning is
rarely seen in the rest of the Ackley Grardte.

T\e alkalifeldsparin all units of the Ackley Granite
consists of microcline and ortloclase perthite, and
there is a notable reddening of the feldspar grains
toward the southem part of the intrusive complex. In
the older units, coarse flame and patch perthite
dominate, almost to the exclusion of other types. In the
younger unit, the most common types of perthite are
fla-e and patch, and these generally increase in
proportion toward the southern part of the intrusive
complex. Film perthite occurs within isolated areas or
between flame and patch types; this phenomenon is
mosfly confined to less evolved sarnples and is rarely
seen in soutlern, most evolved part of the Ackley
Granite.

The distribution of perthite within the Ackley
Granite shows a general relationship with geochemical
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RELEVANT FEATURES FOR UNITS OF THE ACKLEY GRANITE

&remures

Mlar Grarlciap Pegn Brec AplPhase

Koskaecodole

MoUyguajeck

Mt. SylYestsr

Icpenksck

Meta

Toll 355 @t

3HrmgryGmve 367@9

Rencode Irke

Sage Pond

IAge (Ma) Gratn Slze aMneralogr

>410 (Bt) coaf,se Qz-P1-Kf-BttIIb

>390 (Bt) coan}e Qz-Pl-Kf-BttI{b

374./l,t') mediumio @-Pl-Kf-BttMs
ctxlrsg

c@rse Qz-Pl-Kf-BtjMs

@arse Qz-Pl-Kf-BttHb

medium to Qz-PLKf-Bt
c&trse

coarse to Qz-Pl-Kf-Bt
fins

medimro Qz-Pl-Kf-BttI{b
fine

medium b Qz-n-Kf-Bt
fiDe

367 @0
37E (Ms)

D€tu Rap

372 (Ms)
368 (80

374 (Hb)
372 (80
374 (Ms)

rAge: Toal fusion €ArPAr agas (Konrak et al. l9B8); Ms from Rencontre kke and Saga Pond represn! mineralized greisens.
zl'exores: Summarized fron Tuach (19E7), Dickon (1983) and orrn obs€rvatiom.3}Iugry Grwe: Texnres vary ftom north b soulh srch thal more evolved facies (texnrally) occu in the sou6.'Mineralogy: Kf here indicaes dominanily microcline pertlite in older phases
AbbreviatioDs: Defu = deftrmation; nap = raplCvi; Miar : miamlitio; pegm : pegmatitici Breo : breccia (fluialized): Apl = aplitic; gran =
gaDophyric; *p = gaphic

evolution such that more evolved units are chaxacter-
ized by volumenically more perthite that is coarser and
of a gxeater vaiety (i.e., several types). This tend is
similar to observations made by Weiss & Troll (1989)
with respect to perthite within the zoned Ballachulish
Complex of Scotland. Coarsening of the pertlitic
texture in parallel with geochemical evolution is, as
suggested by Parsons (1978), consistent with an
increasingly more active role of fluids in the more
evolved units.

In Ught of the following section on geochemisty, it
is noted that rare micro-inclusions of biotite and quartz
axe encountered.

Aner,rncar Trcrnueurs

High-quality separates of K-feldspar were prepared
by pulveri"ing and sieving (-20 to +65 mesh) foUowed
by hand picking utrder a binocular microscope and
cleaning with deionized water and drying. The sepa-
rates were prepared for chemical analysis and X-ray
diffraction Q(RD) by cmshing to -200 mesh. The
X-ray work was done at Memorial University using a
Philips diffractometer and the following operating
conditions: CuKa radiation, goniometer speed of
1' 2Qlminute, chaxt recorder speed of I cm/minule. A

total of 61 separates wsre scrmned over the intervals
10o to 60o 2e, with several diffractograms prepared for
each sample to check for homogeneity. Where triclinic
domains arc present, the apparent degree of ootriclin-

icity" (A) was calculated using the relationship of
Goldsmith & Laves (1954): A,= 12.5ld(131) - dQTDl.

Major and minor element chemistry of the
K-feldspar separates was detennined at Memorial
University using atomic absorption spectrometry
(AAS) and the methods of Langhyr & Paus (1968),
except for PrO5, which utilized a modification of the
lechnique ofShapiro & Brannock (1962). In all cases,
total iron is reported as FqO3. Concenfrations of the
trace elements, including the rare-earth elements
(REE), were determined using inductively coupled
plasma - mass $pecftometry GCP-MS) at Memorial
University using procedures outlined in Jenner et al.
(1990). In order to determine the potential variation
that may occur as a result of heterogeneity with respect
to sample size in perthitic feldspm, two separates were
analyzed several times (NS-85-18 and NS-85-44A).
For sample NS-85-18, grains (z = 1 to 18) of differing
size (<1 mm to 5 mm) and total weight (0.093 to
0.944 $ were analyzed, whereas for sample
NS-85-44A, powdered material of O.0204 to 1.0023 g
was analyzed. Analytical results (Iable 2, Fig. 2)
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Flc. 2. Chondrite-nonnalized plots ofREE data for K-feldspar
samples used as intralaboratory standards during the
course ofthe present sfirdy. Analyses by ICP-MS (Jenner
et al. 1990). Where a small box deviates from the larger
box, there is but a single sample represented. In the cases
of sample NS-{5-18, the same analytical data apply in all
cases.

indicate good reproducibility of the data" with the
values ofrelative $tandard deviation (7o RSD) related
to the absolute concentration of the element.

Electron-microprobe analyses of plagioclase and
K-feldspar were carried out at Memorial University
using a three-spectometer JEOL IXA-50A automated
elechon microprobe with Krisel programming and at
Dalhousie University, Halifax, 6ing a IEOL 733
Superprobe. At Memorial University, natural silicate
minerals were used as standards, and operating
conditions were as follows: accelerating voltage 15 kV,
sample current 0.02 pA, and a beam diameter of 5 pm.
The data were corrected on-line by the Bence & Albee
(1968) metlod. At Dalhousie University, an energy-
dispersion spectrometer (EDS) was used with an
accelerating voltage of 15 kV, abeam current of 10 nA,

IABLE 2. GEOCHEMICAL DATA FOR K.FELDSPAR STANDARDS

a counting time of 40 seconds and a beam diameler of
1-3 pm. Data were processed using the Tracor
Northern ZAF manix-correction progftrm. At both
institutions, accuracy and precision were modtored by
analyzing well-characterized standards.

Srr.ucruner, Sruprs oF ALKAU FE-DSPAR

The degree of AVSi order in the nlkali feldspar
phases has been determined by a combination of XRD
studies (n = 6l) and petrographic observations
(z = 110); results are summarized in Figure 3. As
shown in the studies of Jirdnek (1982) and Cemf &
Chapman (1984, 1986), inferences on the presence of
triclinic domains can be made from the shape of the
(131) reflection; a similar methodology is used herein.

In Figure 3A,, the distribution of the dominant poly-
morph is shown, whereas in Figure 38, representative
diffractograms are presented. Microcline is ttre
dominant phase in the older tnits (Kosl<aecodde and
Motyguejeck), whereas orthoclase is present in the rest
of the Ackley Granite (Frg. 3A). For two of the five
samples studied by )(RD from the Koskaecodde phase,
only microcline is present (A = 0.80, 0.85). The
remaining three samples from this phase consist of
variable mixtures of microcline and orthoclase, with
apparent A values of 0.63, 0.65 and 0.70. Several
samples from along the eastern part of this unit
proximal to its contact with the Hungry Grove
unit contain orthoclase only (snmFle 492 in Fig. 3B).
For the Mollyguajeck unit" samples studied by XRD
indicate that microcline (A = 0.87 + 0.05, n = 4)
dominates. For the samples examined peuographically,
either microcline, orthoclase, or mixtures of the two
occur, with orthoclase dominating along the northern
part of this phase near the contact with the younger
Mount Sylvester unit.

T\e Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck wtit is dominated
by orthoclasg from both petographic observations and
the eight diffractograms. The broadening of the (131)
peak in the diffractogram for sample 510 @9. 3B),
indicative o1 u 6islinic component, is an exception for
samples from this unit, as other samples do not exhibit
this phenomenon.

Ortloclase dominates in the Meta anit, wth mlnor
amounts of riclinic phases manifested by (l) a slight
broadening of tle (131) peak, and (2) the weak
development of microcline twinning in petrographic
studies. Where peaks could be distinguished in alkali
feldspar phases, apparent A values of 0.60 t 0.06
(n = 3) are calculated. All samples studied by )(RD
from the Tolt anit consist oforthoclase; however, a few
samples oriented along a northeastern trend are
observed to contain variable proportions of microcline
in rhin section. Of the 12 samples studied by XRD, all
have diffracto$ams typical of orthoclase, with only
very slight broadening of the (131) peak observed
(apparent A value of 0.71 in one sample).

Ns-85-aaA (n=8)

[ n  I
U N u n un - [ [ [ [ tr

n o
U N

U

NS{tlE (n = 9)

lo % RSD

NS{5-44A (u : E)

lo %RSD

Rb DN
Sr 5.6
Ba l8.l
Pb 6.3
Cs 16.0
Th 0.,
v o,74
Y N D
Z{ 4.8

0.8 14.5 6.7 0.6 9.8
a8 10.5 N 7.4 2,6

0.5 9.5 196 4.r 2.1
3.1 t1.t l?90 67.0 3,7
2,2 36.1 48.8 8.9 r8.2
t.4 9.1 2.8 0.(n 3.7
0.3 81.0 1.10 0.34 30.9
0.23 31.9 0.53 0.()? t3.2

0.r 0.43 49
3.4 1t.6 8.3 2.6 31.5

ND = mtdeffil@d. Comltratiotlppm.
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T\e Hungry Grove unit is dominated by orthoclase,
except in a few ca$es, where partial to complete domi-
nance of triclinic alkali feldspar occurs @g. 3A).
However, from north to south there is a clear change
from a sharp (131) reflection, indicative of a single
monoclinic phase, to the broad (131) reflections
characteristic of mixed monoclinic - triclinic domains
@ig. 3B, compare samples 456 and 695).

Tlte Rencontre Iake unit is similar to the Hungry
Grove. in that orthoclase dominates. However. the
slight broadening of the (131) peak noted in two of
the four diffractograms obtained indicate trace amounts
of triclinic domains (sample 622 in Fig. 3B).
Petrographic observations of an additional 18 samples
indicate that orthoclase occurs, apparently without
microcline.

In the Sage Pond unit, no samples of alkali feldspar
separates have been studied by )(RD because the fine-
grained nature ofthe granite precluded preparation of
clean separates. However, petrographic study of six
samples indicates that orthoclase is here also the
dominant polymorph.

In summary, the distribution of alkali feldspar poly-
morphs in the Ackley Granite appears to reflect the age
differences of the units. The two oldest units, the
Koskaecodde and Mollyguajeck, are dominated by
triclinic feldspar, whereas the younger units are
dominated by orthoclase, almost to the exclusion of
microcline. However, there is local development of
triclinic domains, but more common is the mixture
of the two phaseso with the monoclinic variety
dominant.

GnocnsmsrRv oF Tr{E ALKALT Fb-mpan

lulk separates of alkali feldspar (n = 6l) have been
analyzed for major, minor and trace elements. The data

are summarized diagrammatically; the complete data-
set is available from the Depository of Unpublished
Data, CISTI, National Research Council, Ottawao
Ontario KlA 0S2.

M aj or- e lemcnt chemistry

Representative bulk compositions of perthitic
K-feldspar from the different units are presented in
Table 3, and the bulk compositions are summarized
graphically in Figures 4 (Or-AFAn plot) and 5
(mol.Vo Or). Compositional variability within a single
unit is limited, with variation typically <lFli mol.Vo
Or. In the two older units (Koskaecodde and
Mollyguajeck), the alkali feldspar has the most
potassic bulk composition (Orzo*o), except for three
samples of Orrr-u, composition. The more potassic
samples of these two units are located toward the
margins of the units.

Samples from the younger units of the Ackley
Granite fall in the range Or52-7so but for individual units
the spread is much smaller. For example, in the Meta
unit, the perthite has a range of Or6s-67, whereas in the
Hungry Grove unit, it is 0155-63, except for a single
sample of &zo. h addition, there is a systematic
change within the Hungry Grove unit, with less
potassic compositions in the southern part. In confiast,
a pattem of elevated Or content occurs in tlte Tolt unit
toward the southeast. Other oxides are generally low,
with maximum values of 0.05 wt.Io P2O 5, 0I8Vo TiO2,
0.027oMnO ard0.09Vo MgO, whereas up to 0.5 wt.7o
Fe2O3 is noted. The ferromagnesian elements are
attributed to trace amounts of biotite inclusions that
are zonally arr"anged along the inner margins of alkali
feldspar crystals. The low P contents confrast with
values of up to 2 wt.Io P2O5 in alkali feldspar reported
in peraluminous granite suites (Kontak et al. 199Lb,

TABLE 3. REPRESENTATIVE COMPOSITIONS OF K-FELDSPAR SEPARATES,
ACKLEY GRANITE

SAMPLE 9l W2 096 510 188 545 413 6D
UNIT Koqk Mollv Ken Mrsvl Tolt HuGr Meta ReDL

SiO2wt%o
Tio,
Alro3
Fqo.
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Naro
&o
, 9.29 98.40 S8.63 1m-20 9.95 9.9 100.9 1m.01

68.60 63.80 63.60 6.20 65.30 6.m 6.m 66.00
0.06 0.16 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.04

16.40 18.10 19.70 18.40 l8.m 18.70 18.60 18.60
0.n 0.65 0.50 0.4E 0.17 0.38 0.m 0.D
0.01 0.01 0.a 0.a2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
0.06 0.m O.ffi 0.10 0.a 0.m 0.00 0.03
0.16 0.@ 0.48 0.48 0.32 0.26 0.16 0.32
2.9 1.% 4.25 3.54 3.47 4.44 4.14 4.22

u..32 12.C2 936 10,90 11.72 9.94 10.67 10.50

END-MEMBER PROPORTIONS (Mol %)

Or 73.2 78.8 58.7 65.3 67.9 58.8 62.4 61.'t
Ab 2s.9 1E.2 3E.9 32.2 30.06 39.9 36.8 37.3
An 0.S 3.'l 2.4 2.4 1.6 1,.3 0.8 1.6

Kosk: Kosbecoddei MoUy: Molyguajech IGp: Kepentpck; MtSyl: Mt. SylvesEri Hurcr: I{mgry
Grove: RenL: Rencontre IJke
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Flc. 4. Triangular plots and histograms compositions ofplagioclase and bulk alkali feldspar for each unit ofthe AclJey Granite.

London et al. 1990, London 1992),but are in keeping
with the A-type nature of the Ackley Granite (Tuach
et aL 1986). Although Fe can readily substitute into the
feldspar stucture (Smith i974), high Fe contents are
correlated with a distinct reddening or turbidify, which
suggests frace amounts of hematite either as free grains
or as a phase within fluid inclusions (e.g., Martin &
Lalonde 1979, Lalonde & Maxtin 1983,Worden et al.
1990). There is no systematic disftibution of the Fe
contents that might reflect, for example, a build-up of
fluid in the southem, more evolved parts of the granite.

Trac e - element chernistry

A detailed examination of the trace-element content
of alkali feldspar is given by Smith (1974, 1983),
Smith & Brown (1988) and Cernf et at. (1985). T\is
section focuses upon the relative enrichment and
depletion of elements within the Ackley Granite.
Because of the potential effect of contaminants on the
tace-element chemistry, detailed petrographic studies
addressed the presence of accessory mineral phases.
On the basis of microscopic observations and back-

KOSKAECODDE MOLLGUAJECK KEPENKECK

N=28

Ab
HUNGRY

ROVE

60 s loo
mol % Ab

80 too

RENCONTRE SAGE
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Grove unit. The trace elements follow general trends
defined by whole-rock analyses in the Ackley Granite,
as outlined by previous investigators.

Barium is most strongly enriched in samples from
the Koskaecodde unit and the central part of the Mount
Sylvester - Kepenkeck unit with values of 1500 to
4000 ppm (Fig. 64). A fiend ofdepletion is seen from
mafic to felsic rocks in the Rencontre Lake unit, and
there is a crude decrease from nortl (<2800 ppm) to
south (400 ppm) in the Hungry Grove unit (Ftg. 9).
Comparison of the histograms for Ba and Sr
(Figs. 64, B) and a binary plot @g. 9) indicate that
these fwo elements are geochemically coupled. In
Figure 88, a plot of Ba verszs Rb/Sr, a single trend is
defined by the data with a strong inverse correlation.

The distribution of strontium is generally a converse
of the Rb trends, with the highest values for the
relatively primitive samples; the overall range is from
40 to ca.600 ppm (Fig. 6B). The highest concentra-
tions are found in samples ftom the cenfral part of the
Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck unit, which contain
more Sr than hornblende-bearing samples from the
Koskaecodde and Rencontre Lake units, and are
generally enriched three to four times over the rest of
the samples. tn the Hungry Grove unit, there is a trend
of decreasing Sr toward the southem, more evolved
part ofthis unit (Fig. 9).

Rubidium shows a large overall range from less than
200 ppm to greater than 700 ppm, with most samples
having befween 300 and 500 ppm (Fig. 6C). Several
units display Rb enrichment or depletion that is in
accordance with whole-rock fractionation trends within
the granite (Iuach 1987), notably the Mount Sylvester
- Kepenkeck unit, the Rencontre Lake unit and the
Hungry Grove uniq the latter unit shows increasing Rb
contents toward the south @gs. 8A, 9).

T\e Rb/Sr ratro (Fig. 6D) of the samples magnifies
the trends for Rb and Sr such that clear patlems emerge
for the data from the Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck,
Hungry Grove and Rencontre Lake units, as the Rb/Sr
ratio increases toward more fractionated parts of the
units (eft to right in Fig. 6D). Also, the more evolved
nature of the latter two units, as well as the Tolt unit" is
evident compared to the rest of the Ackley Granite
(Frg. 8). It is also evident in Figure 8 that samples with
elevated Rb/Sr values fall on the extensions defined bv
data with lower Rb/Sr values (e.9., Figs. 8A, C).

There is an overall rarge of. 2 to 12 ppm for cesiutn
in K-feldspar, with the most enriched samples coming
from a variety of units, but mostly the Hungry Grove
(Fig. 6E), in samples with the highest Rb/Sr values
(Frg. 8C). For the Hungry Grove and Rencontre Lake
units. the trend of Cs enrichment is consistent with
other indices of fractionation (whole-rock and mineral
chemistry).

The abundance of lithium tbroughout the various
units is generally erratic (Fig. 6D, but there is some
correlation with Rb. Lithium is narkedly depleted in
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Ftc. 5. Summary of end-member, bulk composition (in mol.7o
Or) for alkali feldspar samples from different units of the
Ackley Granite.

scattered imaging with the electron microprobe,
accessory phases were not observed in samples
examined. Therefore, the trace-element chemisty,
unless noted otherwise, is considered to reflect
structurally bound elemental concentrations and
crystal-melt partitioning rather than putative
contaminants.

Trace-element data for alkali feldspar separates arc
summarized in Figures 6,7 atd 8. In Figure 9, results
for Rb, Sr and Ba are plotted separately for the Hungry
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ftc. 6. Histograms summarizing the trace-element chemistry of alkali feldspm sepaxates from different units of the Ackley
Granite. For each unit, the samFles are arranged in order of increasing fractionation based on whole-rock geochemistry
@ickson 1983, Tuach 1987). For the Hungry Grove unit" samples are arranged from north to south in the unit (labeled and
see arrow). The amowhead on the sides of the diagrams indicate detection limits. Numbers refer to units: (1) Koskaecodde
- Mollyguajeck, (2) Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck, (3) Meta (4) Tolt, (5) Hungry Grove, (6) Rencontre Lake.

the two oldest units (<4 ppm) compared to the rest of
the Ackley Granite (4 to 28 ppm), in contrast to other
LILE @:b, Cs), which are not relatively depleted in the
older units.

The concentration of tharium (Fig. 7A) is between
I and L4 ppm, and there is apparently no consistent
pattern of endshment or depletion. Although not
shown, U is generally below 1 ppm (1e., the detection
limit) except for a few samples that have up to
3 ppm U.

Elevated contents of. nalybdznum (10 to 55 ppm)
are characteristic of n1ll samFles from the Ackley
Granite (Fig. 7B). However, there is no obvious
increase in Mo concentration proximal to mineralized
zones. Although the enrichment of Mo might be

considered to reflect mechanical contamination"
several points militate against this: (1) about 78Vo of
the samples have values of 10 to 30 ppm, thus a very
narrow spread, (2) other samples of K-feldspar
processed with the Ackley samples (Kontak & Strong
1988) do not show such elevated values (i.e., <5 ppm),
thus ruling out contaminationo and (3) none of the
granite samples selected show signs of mineralization.
Similafly, elevated Mo contents for K-feldspar have
been reported by Tauson et al. (L970), as reported by
Smith (1974).

Zirconiurn varies from 5 to 35 ppm and is enatically
distributed throughout the phases, but the relative
depletion of 7r tn the oldest units is noted (Fig. 7C).
The large range and variance of values, plus the
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Frc. 7. Histograms and binary plots summarizing the trace-element chemistry of alkali feldspar separates from different units of
the Ackley Granite. For each unit, the samples me arranged in order of increasing degree of fractionation on the basis
of whole-rock geochemistry @ickson 1983, Tuach 1987). For the Hungry Grove unig samples are arranged from north to
south. The arrowhead on the sides of the diagrams indicafe detection limic. Nunbers refer to units: (1) Koskaecodde -
Mollyguajeck, (2) Mount Sylvester- Kepenkeck, (3) Meta (4) Tolt, (5) Hungry Grove, (6) Rencontre Lake.

absence of clearly defined trends (Frg. 8E), are sugges-
tive of the presence of micro-inclusions of zircon; a
positive correlation between Zr ud Hf (not shown)
also suggests contamination. However, recently Smith
& Brown (1988) have noted the presence of up to
100 ppm in alkali feldspar and pointed out that
consistency of analysis suggests the potential for
incorporation oftlfs element in the feldspar stxucture.
Thus, the present data-base does not permit a more
definitive statement conceming the nature of Zr within
the feldspar samples.

Levels of lead (25 to 35 ppm) and gallium (30 to

50 ppm) are very consislsnl rtvithin the Ackley Granite,
and there is no systematic change in the abundance of
these elementg. gimilarly, thallium (1-3 ppm) shows
no systematic enrichment or depletion in samples from
different units.

The spatial variation of Ba, Sr and Rb are examined
in more detail for the Hungry Grove unit (Fig. 9).
There is a general north-to-south trend of enrichment
or depletion for all three elements, and a binary plot of
Ba versus Sr concentrations indicates that these
elements are chemically coupled. However, there are
"rapid" local variations of Ba Sr and Rb superimposed
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on the broad trends ofenrichment or depletion defined
by Tuach et al. (1986). These data suggest, therefore,
that "rapid" spatial variations of either a chemical
(i.e., bulk chemistry 9f the magma) or physical (i.e.,T)
nature rnay have occured, assuming no postnagmatic

modification. Smith & Brown (1988), in discussing
large variations in Sr and Ba contents sf alkali feldspar
from the same infusive suite, also suggested that such
processes could alter the Ke of these elements,
resulting in the observed tends.

KosKaecodde
Mollyquajeck

Meta-Tolt-
Mt. Sylvester-' .
Kepenkeck

Hungry Grove. .

Rencontrs Lake .

t

*

A

tr

FIc. 8. Binary plots summarizing trace-element chemistry of alkali feldspar as a function of Rb/Sr ratio.
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Frc. 9. Selected trace-element data (Rb, Sr, Ba) for alkali feldspar separales ftom
also are summarized in a binary plot. All data are in ppm.
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Bo

200

the Hungry Grove unit. Data for Ba and Sr

Rare - earth- elemcnt chernistry

Rare-earfl-element (REE) datafor the suite of alkali
feldspar are summarized in Figures 7, 8, 10 and 11. In
general, the data resemble patterns 1e1 alkali feldspar
from intrusive (e.9., Shearer et al. 1985, Smith &
Brown, 1988, Kontak et al. I99ta) and extrusive
(keman & Phelps 1981) felsic rocks, but there are
systematic changes that occur within the different
units. There is a trend of increasing IREE toward the
more evolved parts of the granite @gs. 10, 11), which
is best illusfrated in a binary plot of Ba concentation
versus ZIIKEE (Frg. 7E). Howevel ttre lack of a
positive correlation of DREE or LIIREE with Zr
(e.g.,Fig.7F) suggests that this enrichment is not due
solely to micro-inclusions of REE-bearing phases. In
addition, using REE analysis of zircon from granitic
rocks (e.9., Gromet & Silver 1983) and Z contents of
alkali feldspar, mass-balance calculations indicate that
zircon contamination cannot account for the HREE
contents given the levels of Z.

In the Koskaecodde unil the alkali feldspar is
chara{rw-tlzel by a strongly fractionated patlern (Lay
from 11 to 32, LalYbp from 2 to 47), a stongly
positive Eu anomaly except for sample 521, which is
notably depleted n the LREE Q,REE ot 4.8 ppm
compaxed to a range of 15 to 31 ppm). Sample 521 also
is depleted in Ba (270 ppm) compared to the rest of the
samples, and has a markedly lower @u/Eu*)* value.
All the feldspar separates from this unit are distinct
from those of the other units of the Ackley Granite in
that they have (Tb/Yb)N greater rhan 1, compared to
values of less than I for the rest of the samples. The
single sample from the Mollyguajeck unit has a REE
pattern similar to those for the Koskaecodde unit, with
La" = 13, @u/Eu*)y = 10.6 and (LalYb)* = 11.

Samples fro.m the Mount Sylvester - Kepenkeck
unit have similar, sffongly fractionated ZREE patterns,
witl (LalYb)N in the range 4 to 27, and similar
@ulEu*)p values. Tbree of the samples (497 ,345,532)
show relative enricbment n the HREE and have YbN
values of 4.6 to 9. 1, compared to 1.4 to 1.8 for the other
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ftc. 10. Chondrite-normaltzed kEE plots for alkali feldspar separates from different units of the Ackley Granite; data for the
Hungry Grove unit are given in Figure 1 1. The numbers refer to specific samples, which are discussed in the text.
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samples. In addition, these tbree samples have strong
concave-upward HREE pattems, with (Yb/Tb)1r
greater than 1 rather than equal to 1 as for the other
samples. T\e H&EE-eniched samples show enrich-
ment or depletion compared to the other samples with
respect to Ba (609-840 versus 1458-2402 ppm), Rb
(432-681 1)ersus 274450 ppm), Sr (118-130 versas
471-593 ppm), and Th (8-11 versus 2-5 ppm). The
chemical distinction of samples from the Mount
Sylvester unil gem.Fared to the Kepenkeck unit was
also noted by Tuach (1987), who interpreted it to
indicate a genetic affiliation with rocks of the northern

part of the Hungry Grove unit. A similar conclusion is
suggested by tl'rc REE and associated trace-element
data presented here.

Samples from the Meta unit all have broadly similar
REE pattems, although one sample (1 11) is relatively
depleted in XREE compared to the other two (17 versus
40 and 50 ppm >REE); in fact, this sample has the
lowest IllREE for the entire Ackley Granite. Al1 three
samples have strongly fractionated.I,REE pattems and
(Lalfb)N in the range l0 to 31, have positive
@ulEu*)* values, and unfractionated HfuEE pattems,
with (Ib/Yb)" in the range of l.
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Frc. I l. Chondrite-normalized REE plots for alkali feldspar separates from the Hungry Grove unit of the Ackley Granite. The
samples have been arbitrarily ananged into tbree subgroups to show the gradual north-to-south change in the REE pat0sms,
as discussed in the text.
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12

In the Tolt unit, samples generally have similar REE
pattems with strongly fractionated LREE patterns,
positive Eu anomalies, and unfractionated HREE
patterns, with (Tb/Yb)* equal to about 1, except for
three samples in which this value is less than 1
(samples 413, 407,565). There is no geographical
association among these lrse samFles (Fig. 1) or

80 90 100

n  l t r
v  t J

km

associated pattern of enrichment or depletion for the
other trace elements. For the grouping of samples from
the Tolt unit (Fig. 10), there is a complete continuum
for REE patterns such that the HREE enricbment
illustrated by the three samples (413,407,565) reflects
a gradual process.

Samples from the Rencontre Lake unit give a pattem
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ft6. 1f,. $nnmary of compositional daa on plagioclase for samples from the Hungry Grovq Rencontre lake and Sage Pond

units of the Ackley Granite. Note the gradual change from oligoclase to albite compositions from north to south. The
subdivisions of the Hungry Grove unit are arbitrary, as discussed with respect to Figure I 1.
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similar to the other feldspar patterns in the units
discussed above, but have smaller Eu anomalies.
However, these data are wholly consistent with whole-
rock REE data for this unit (Tuach 1987).

Samples from the Hungry Grove unit are subdivided
into three groups @g. 11) in order to evaluate the
changes in levels of the REE that accompany fraction-
ation, as defined by Tuach et aI. (1986) and Tuach
(1987). There is a southward increase in the HREE and,
a decrease in @u/Eu*)* and (Ib/Yb)p, consistent
with tle pervasive development of albitic plagioclase
(see below) and pattems of enrichment or depletion of
associated ftace elements (e.9., Rb, Sr, Ba; Fig. 9). The
REE patterns for the southemmost part of the Hungry
Grove unit are similar in all respects to those from the
Rencontre Lake unit.

The REE data in K-feldspar from the Ackley Granite
compare favorably with whole-rock data from the same
granite presented by Tuach (1987); both data sets
distinguish the older suites with their more fractionated
patlerns fi.e., greater (LalLu)N valuesl and distinguish
the Mount Sylvester unit based on its I/REE enrich-

ment. The data presented here are considered to reflect
REE variations within the magma at the time of
K-feldspar crystallization, rather than later processes.
Thus" the f/REE enrichment observed in some units is
interpreted to reflect similar enrichment within the
melt. As discussed above. the enrichment of the HREE
cannot be satisfactorily accounted for by putative
contamination by zircon.

Ptectoclase Covposmoxs

Plagioclase compositions (core and rim; 326 analy-
ses in 38 samples) have been determined by electron
microprobe for samples from all units of the Ackley
Granite (Figs. 1, 4 alld 12; representative compositions
in Table 4). The spatial coverage emphasizes the
southem part of the intrusion, within which mineral-
ization occurs.

Plagioclase in the older units is the most calcic, and
ranges from Ant, to Ana6, with the maximum intra-
sample variability bang ca.20 mol.Vo An. The most
calcic sample is from the western part of the

TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS OF ELECTRON.MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF PLAGIOCLASE
AND ALKALI FELDSPAR, ACKLEY GRANITE

SAMPLE
UNIT
FEI.DSPAR

252 542
RmL HmGr

PI PI

523 6v7 I 99
Kck Kmk Molly Molly
PI PI PI PI

89 89 M 473 W2
Kep Kep Tolt Tolt RdL
PI PI PI PI PI

58.81 @.m
26.34 23.94
7.75 4.91
6.73 8.n

67.85 6?.54
m30 22.N
0.74 2.69

10.61 10.18
0.15 0.n

57,5s
2.f.24
9.V2
6.6
0.300.31

62.K
23.V7
4.16
9.1,4
0. t2

61.05 $.n 6r,33 68.79
n.n 22.10 u,34 19.88
5.24 3.t2 5.87 0,&
8.53 9.58 7.79 11.1E

0.36 0.1E

62.87
23.28
4.t7
8.81
0.45

9.58 9.659,6799.94 98.19 99.n 99.15

siq
Alro,
CaO
Na.O
qo

x

An
Ab
Or

END-MEMBER PROPoRTIoN Mol %)

t.9 m.2 3,5 12.5
97.2 n3 95.7 86.1
0.9 2.5 0.7 r,4

38.2 24.3 56.2 2t.7 24,9 15.8
60.1 74.2 42.1 77.7 73,7 82.9
1.8 1.5 1,7 0.6 1.4 1.3

23.E
69.1
2.1

SAMPLE
UNIT
FELDSPAR

542 542
HrmGr Runcr
Ab/B] A TB)

268 717 3?2
InmGr Sage Sage

PI PI PI

542
Huocr

Kfr

268 443 447
Ilulcr ftnGr llmGr
Ab/BI AbTB) Ab(B)

332 372
Sage Sago

Kfs Ab (B)

67.62
19.44
0.m

10.la
0,18

&,t2 63.39 @.89 65,M 65.75
22.30 22.81 18.62 m.8t 20.87
2.59 ?.49 0.00 1.62 1.54

10.00 9.56 1.13 10.53 10.63
0.21 0.19 15.33 0.\7 025

67.?A @.6
19.86 18.34
0,52 0.m

11.54 0.73
0.11 16.11

67.N 67.73 67.34
19.88 t9.79 20.16
0.13 0.11 1.08

11.22 tO.Tt 10.30
0.15 0.18 0.34

91.7499.98 98.1998.78 98.58 9.n

siq
Alq
CaO
Nqo
KrO

t

An
Alt
Or

END-MEMBER PRoPoRTIoN (Mol %)

2.3 0.0
96.8 93.8
0.9 6.2

r2.1 i6.l 0.0 8.0
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Koskaecodde unit (sample 701, An ou)" whereas
the least calcic samFle is from a nearby location
(sample 697, Anp.). Petrographic observations
indicate that delicate zonation is present (1e., normal
and reverse types) in plagioclase from these units.

Plagioclase compositions for the northern part ofthe
Ackley Granite proper (Kepenkeck and Mount
Sylvester units) range from An,o to Anru, with
intrasample variability similqr In the two samples
analyzed.

The southern part of the Ackley Granite incorpo-
rates five units, for which data are summarized in
Figures 4 and 12. The Tolt unit (n = 8) has an overall
range of plagioclase composition from Anr to An r, but
16 eingle sample covers this broad spectrum, and the
infrasample range varies from An, to Antr. There is a
pronounced concentration of data in the range Ani6_25,
with only a few compositions extending to more calcic
values. For the Hungry Grove unit, the data have been
subdivided into three populations (Frg. 12), as dis-
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Ftc. I 3 . Histogram plots of compositions (derived from electron-microprobe data) of K- and Na-rich phases of perthitic feldspar
in samples from the Hungry Grove and Sage Pond units.
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cussed above for the REE The extreme northern parg
which corresponds to Unlt 12 in Dickson's (1983)
classification, has plagioclase of An3_23 with peaks at
An.5 and Anro-ro; the albitic compositions are found in
sample 196 only. The middle part has a range in
plagioclase composition of Anaaa, but only a single
analysis indicates a composition more sodic than Anr.
In marked contrast, plagioclase of the southernmost
part of the Hungry Grove unit is, except for a single
analyses of An14, more sodic than Aq.

The Sage Pond unit contains plagioclase more
sodic than An5, except for two analyses of Aq
ftom the same sample (332). Despite the sodic compo-
sition of the plagioclase, it is emphasized that there is a
consistently small amount of calcium (Anr_:) in most
samples. In the southernmost unit (Rencontre Lake), the
composition of plagioclase ranges from Ani to An28.
Howevero the albite component progressively increases
toward the southeast (1e., toward the area of mineraliza-
tion), such that three zones can be recognized, contain-
ing An rp, furo_zo and An ls, respectively (Frg. 12).

Cowosrnox orPnasrs
N rns PExtrur[c FEDSpAR

Compositions of the K- and Na-rich phases in alkali
feldspar have been determined for sarnples from the
Hungry Grove (z = 4) and Sage Pond (a = 1) units to
assess the degree of low-temperature equilibration
@ig. 13, representative compositions in Table 4).
Albite lamellae range from Anrr to An6 composition,
and there are two fends: (1) coarse blebs are relatively
enriched in Ca compared to flame and filrn perthite,
and.Q) the coarse lamellae or blebs in alkali feldspar
from samples in the less evolved part of the granite
(i.e., northern part) are the most enriched in Ca. There
is also a trend observed in terms of the composition of
the K-rich phase, with increasing mol.Vo Or occurring
in samples from the more evolved part of the granite.
The data indicate that the alkali feldspar from the more
evolved part ofthe Ackley Granite has equilibrated to
lower temperatures.

Figure 14, a photomicrograph of perthitic ortho-
clase, illustrates the nature of the Ca-rich blebs. Note
that the clear parts of the blebs have compositions of
An11_17, whereas the pitled wing areas are An., in
composition. In this particular sample, most of the
perthite lamellae are characterized by such a pitted or
porous texture. Similar pits or micropores i1 alkali
feldspar have also been discussed by Worden et al.
(1990) and Waldron et al. (1990; these authors favor a
secondary origin for the poreso which reflect fluid
infiltation that promoted microperthite development
and subgrain growth. With respect to the Ca-rich nature
of the blebs, it is noted that similar tlpes of perthite
blebs of Ca-rich nature (to htr_:r) have been
described in both granitic and metamorphic (i.e.,
granulitic) rocls by Yund & Ackermand (1979) and

Frc. 14. Photomicrographs of perthitic feldspar (sample 542)
from the Hungry Grove unit Figure l4B is an enlarge-
ment of the central part of Figure 14A and shows the
development of a porous texture in parts of the albite
domains. Numbers in Figure 14B refer to mol.7a An, as
determined from electron-microprobe analysis.

Yund e/ al. (198O), respectively. These authors
attribute the formation of these Ca-rich blebs to
early heterogeneous nucleation in the high-temperature
part of the ternary miscibility gap (Seck 1971). The
extended t'me at high temperatures, compared to the
case of the Ca-poor filrn perthite, resulted in the
exsolution-related domains becoming blebby in
response to minimization of the interfacial energy.
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Dtscusslox

Al-Si order relationships in the alkalifeld*par

The degree of Al-Si order in the alkali feldspar of
the Ackley Granite indicates fwo types of granite,
dominated by microcline and orthoclase, respectively.
In units dominated by microcline, tle inversion to a
6islinic phase is considered to have developed in
concert with deformation. Samples from the
Koskaecodde unit proximal to its intrusive contact with
the Hungry Grove unit indicate that reheating led to
development of orthoclase. For the remainder of the
Ackley Granite, orthoclase dominates, with minor
domains of triclinic feldspar, including areas proximal
to mineralization.

The problem of partially ordered (1e., standed)
feldspars in large granitic intrusions has received
considerable discussion (e.9., Parsons & Boyd 1971,
Cherry & Trembath 1978, Panons 1978, Ferguson
1979, Parsons & Brown 1984, Stevenson & Martin
1988, Brown & Parsons 1989). It is generally agreed
that several physical and chemical parameters
influence rates of Al-Si ordering, including rate of
cooling, stress, bulk-rock composition, fluid chemistry
and fluid-rock interaction (also see Guidotti et al. L973,
Stewart & Wright 1974, Martln 1969, 1974, 1984,
Wordet et al. 1990). For the Ackley Granite, several of
these factors may have been important. The inversion
of stranded orthoclase (Martin L974) to ordered micro-
cline requires disruption of the crystal structure and is,
therefore, potentially inhibited because of an energy
barrier. In situations where energy is contributed to the
local environment (e.g., deformation, strain about
perttrite lamellae) and the temperature is within the
stability field of microcline (i.e., 350oC; Bambauer &
Bernotat 1982, Bernotat & Bambauer 1982), fully
ordered K-feldspar forms, as in deformation regimes
(e.9., Blasi et al. 1980, Kontak et aI. 1984) and meta-
morphic terranes (Guidotti et al. 1973, Bernotat &
Bambauer 1982, Bambauer & Bernotat 1982.
Bambauer et al. 1984). Within the microcline-
dominant units of the Ackley Granite, deformation
textures indicate post-intrusion stress, and the presence
of triclinic feldspar indicates that much of this occurred
below the orthoclase-microcline inversion tempera-
ture. These data suggest that the older units of
the granite had different thermal histories, consistenr
with their older aArFeAr ages (Kontak et al. 19881.
The redevelopment of orthoclase in parts of the
Koskaecodde unit indicates that a thermal aureole
involving temperatures greater than 450"C is asso-
ciated with the Hungry Grove uniq this hypothesis
supports the geochronological work cited above.
Earlier studies have documented similar situations in
contact aureoles (Wright 1967, Steiger &Haft 1967,
Tilling 1968, Bonin & Mafiin L974, Ihtnek 1982,
Bambauer et al. 1984\.

The most intiguing aspect of this study is the
dominance of orthoclase even though part of the
intrusion has been pervasively infilhated in part by
high-temperature, saline-rich fluids (Tuach 1987).
Parsons (1980), Parsons & Brown (1984) and Brown &
Parsons (1989) emphasized the imFortance of late-
stage fluids in the ordering process. Observations from
both laboratory studies (Martin 1969) and nature
$fhite & Mafiin 1980, Martin & Bowden 1981,
Lalonde & Martin 1983) indicate that an alkaline fluid
enhances Al-Si ordering, just as a peraluminous bulk
composition of a rock inhibits it (e.g., Gurdoti et al.
1973, Kontak et al. 1984). In the case of the Ackley
Granite, both the bulk composition of the granite
and the presence of a late-stage fluid should have
facilitated ordering, yet apparently they did not. The
high level of emplacement and rapid cooling of
the granite, as evidenced by the petrology of the rocks
and concordant hornblende, muscovite and biotite
Ar-Ar ages, respectively, suggest that the cooling rate
of the granite was faster than the kinetics of the
ordering process.

Sodic plagioclase within the Ackley Granite

Albitization of calcic plagioclase is a common and
pervasive feature within highly evolved felsic suites
(White & Martin 1980, Van de Pijpekamp 1982, Wift
1988, Taylor & Pollard 1988, Kontak L990, L993,
Schwartz & Surjono 1990). However, there has been
little investigation of this phenomenon, and il is not
clear if some of the albite may in fact represent a
liquidus phase. Based on experimental study of a
highly evolved, F-rich, subsolvus granite from
Cornwall, Weidner & Mafiin (1987) proposed a
magmatic origin for the albite. In contrasg Pichavant
et al. (1987) interpreted the albite in the Li- and F-rich
Beauvoir granite to represent a metasomatic feature
based on experimental studies.

Observations of albitic plagioclase in the Ackley
Granite that are relevant to understanding its origin are:
(1) the lack of associated alteration, such as pervasive
chloritization of biotite or formation of epidote, the
latter being predicted from experimental observations
(Moody et al. 1985) over the interval 300-500'C;
(2) the absence of porosity, since the reaction of calcic
plagioclase to albite involves a change in volume,
unless a constant-volume reaction is involved @oles
1982), and (3) lack of a compositional gap in the
peristerite region @gs. 4, 12).

These features are consistent with a high-
temperature origin for the albitization, consistent $/ith
experimental data (Orville 1963,Lagache & Weisbrod
1977, Moody et al. 1985). Tuach (1987) documented
the presence of a high-temperature, saline (to 6G-
70 wt.Vo eq. NaCl) fluid occurring in secondary fluid
inclusions within magmatic quartz in the evolved
units of the Ackley Granite. The forrnation of albite
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is here considered to reflect high-temperature exchange
equilibria between a more calcic plagioclase and an
exsolved, saline fluid coincident with resurgent boiling
of the Ackley Granite, which may have occuned
simultaneously with the onset of mineralization in the
souilremmost part of the inrusion. The continuum in
the plagioclase compositions suggests that the temper-
ature remained above the peristerite solws at ca.
40H50"C (Smith & Brown 1988), which is also
supported by the presence of orthoclase over micro-
cline.

Geothermometry

The compositions of coexisting plagioclase and
alkali feldspar have been used to estimate temperatures
for some of the units (Frg. 15). In order to estimate
temperature, the bulk composition of an alkali feldspar

has been paired with a range of compositions
determined for plagioclase in each sample. Since alkali
feldspar appears to have been a late primary phase, rim
compositions of plagioclase have been used for
geothermometry. In Figure 15, some of the data fall
outside the range of equilibrium conditions (e.9.,
Hungry Grove unit), which results from the continued
re-equilibration of plagioclase at subsolidus conditions
to an albitic composition. The maximum temperatures
(up to 700'C) are preserved in the Tolt unit, whereas
t€mperatures of ca, 650'C and 550'C are es.:mated for
the Renconfre Lake and Hungry Grove units. These
temperatures are interpreted as follows: (1) the Tolt
unit was spatially outside the main hydrothermal
system and, therefore, did not equilibrate to a lower
temperature, and (2) the Renconffe Lake and Hungry
Grove units re-equilibrated to lower a lemperature
during the infiltration of late-stage fluids, which pro-
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Frc. 15. Partitioning of albite between coexisting alkali feldspar and plagioclase in sam-
ples from various rmits of the Ackley Granite. Higber temperatues arc det€rmined
using bulk compositions of alkali feldspar coexisting with plagioclase, whereas a low-
temperatue equilibration is determined for perthitic orthoclase using EMPA data for
botfi K- and Na-rich phases. Contou$ of temperafires are taken from Brown &
Parsons (1981). The low-temperature data for the Hungry Grove and Sage Pond units
are based on perthite and show a north-to-south progression in terms of decreasing
temperaqre.
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moted the development of albite. Thus the increasing
development of sodic plagioclase within the Hungry
Grove unit from north to south probably reflects
pervasive infiltration of fluid within this part of the
intrusion. Similarly, the trend in the Rencontre
Lake unit Grg. 12) also reflects re-equilibration of
the plagioclase vrith a fluid phase, thus shifting the
equilibria in Figure 15.

The low-temperature equilibration of alkali feldspar,
as reflected petrographically by the presence of albite
lamellae, has been estimated for the Hungry Grove unit
by using the composition of the host alkali feldspar
phase and albite exsolution lamellae. These data
indicate arange of temperatures thatreflects the trend of
changing perthite composition (Figs. 13, 15). Since the
range ofdata lies below the calibration for the binary in
Figne 15, the lowest temperatures of re-equilibration
are based instead on the alkali feldspar solvus (Smith &
Brown 1988) and are estimated at 350'to 400oC: lower
temperatures would require near pure end-member
albite and K-feldspar. Similarly, low temperatures are
recorded in other granites using the same technique
(e.9., Ferry 1978, 1985). Thus, the inferred range of
postmagmatic temperafures based on chemical
equilibria of the feldspar phases supports the overall
lack of triclinic feldspar; the intrusive units cooled
quickly after emplacement, and there was insufficient
time for development of ordered K-feldspar to form.

Irnplications of chemistry of the alkali feldspar

The trace-element chemistry of the alkali feldspar
within the different units shows systematic variations
that are consistent with previous whole-rock data and
the generally inferred evolution of the Ackley Granite.
However, tle data for Rb, Sr and Ba for the Hungry
Grove unit (Fig. 9) indicate that the smooth trend-
surfaces generated by the work of Whalen (1983) and
Tuacb et al. (L986) may be too simplistic; instead,
more complicated distributions of elements are
inferred. This latter assumption depends, of course, on
the premise that the various distribution-coefficients
for these elements remained constant tbro.ghout this
unit; the bulk compositions of the samples support
this assumption (Fig. 5). The abrupt variations in
concentrations observed may reflect the role of fluids
in the late-stage evolution of the Ackley Granite, for
which there is abundant corroboration from petro-
graphic observations.

T\e REE show large, but syslematic, variations
within all units of the Ackley Granite. Enricbment in
HKEE occurs in all units of the main Ackley Granite
except the two older ones (Koskaecodde and
Mollyguajeck). The strongest enrichment in the HREE
show a systematic negative correlation with Ba and
does not seem to be due to micro-inclusions ofzircon.
Emichment of. the HKEE rnay occur by complexing
with Cl (Flynn & Burnham 1978), and is commonly

observed where granitic rocls have interacted with
saline, magmatic fluids, as in granite-hosted mineral
deposits (Taylor & Fryer 1983). Thus, i/i?EE
enrichment in alkali feldspar of the Ackley Granite is
considered to reflect localized enrichment due to
separation of a fluid phase. Since the major- and trace-
element chemistry of the alkali feldspar is considered
to reflect dominantly magmatic processes, this fluid is
inferred to have been late magmatic in origin, Le., it
coexisted with the mell and enhanced enrichment of
tbe HREE. Fluids of similar composition were
involved in greisen formation, as there is a similar
HREE-ertrrched signafure for these rocks in the Ackley
Granite (tuach 1987).

The systematic decrease in the positive Eu anomaly
ofthe alkali feldspar in the Ackley Granite is correlated
with tle geochemical evolution; the anomaly is
smallest in the Hungry Grove and Rencontre Lake
units, As there is no correlation between bulk compo-
sition and the magnitude of the positive Eu anomaly,
the relative depletion of Eu cannot be attributed to
subsequent re-equilibration, 

'as 
might be the case if

albitlzation ofthe K-feldspar had occurred (cl Fowler
& Doig 1983). However, the positive correlation
between Eu/Eu* and Ba suggests that decreasing EuN
was probably a primary feature of the magma.

CoNCLUSIoNS

Feldspar phases wifhin the higbly evolved Ackley
Granite reflect a complex physical, thermal and
chemical history. The two oldest units ()390 Ma) are
characterized by triclinic alkali feldspar and relatively
calcic plagioclase (An1._ao). In contrast, the younger
units (<374 Ma) comprising the pluton are
characterized by "stranded" orthoclase, with only local,
incipient development of triclinic alkali feldspar.
Whereas the formation of the triclinic polymorph in the
older units is related to deformation, the stranding of
the monoclinic polymorph in the younger units that
were once saturated with volatiles is related to rapid
postmagmatic cooling of the granite. Plagioclase
compositions within 1trs younger units show a con-
tinuum from An,' to end-member albite, with the latter
reflecting interaction of original plagioclase with a
late-stage, saline magmatic fluid, preserved as
secondary fluid inclusions in magmatic qrar1u,, at a
temperafure above the peristerite solvus. Thus
the environment of albitization is consistent with the
stranding of monoclinic alkali feldspar.

The trace-element chemistry of the alkali feldspar
reflects chemical evolution toward more evolved
phases in the southern part of the granite, paralleling
trends defined by whole-rock chemisffy. However, the
elemental concenfrations of Ba" Rb and Sr are con-
sidered to reflect modification of the melt chemisty by
local saturation of the magna in a fluid phase and,
therefore, legalized pattems of enrichment or depletion
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of elements. The distribution of. HREE elements
similarly reflects the influence of exsolved fluids on
the partitioning, such that alkali feldspar samples with
similar bulk compositions have highly variable
concentrations of the HREE.
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